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Abstract 

In this short note, we show that any nonnegatively curved Alexandrov 

spaces without conjugate points must be flat. Our method is based on the 

Alexandrov-Toponogov hinge theorem on Alexandrov spaces and the 

characteristic of Minkowski metric on noncompact length spaces without 

conjugate points. 

1. Introduction 

An Alexandrov space is a complete finite Hausdorff dimensional length space 

with curvature bound in the distance comparison sense, that is, the Alexandrov-

Toponogov comparison theorem holds for all small geodesic triangles. The purpose 

of this short note is to show that some of the Riemannian results can be extended to 

Alexandrov spaces. We first discuss the metric and topological structure of length 

spaces without conjugate points. We next provide a natural extension of the rigidity 

theorem (see, for example, [5, 6]) for complete nonnegatively curved Alexandrov 

spaces. 
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Theorem. Any nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces without conjugate 

points must be flat. 

The proof of main theorem is obtained by the direct application of the 

Alexandrov-Toponogov hinge theorem. It is proved that every Busemann function on 

a complete noncompact nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces without conjugate 

points is skewsymmetric. We refer the basic tools of length spaces without conjugate 

points to [8] and of Alexandrov spaces to [7]. 

2. Length Spaces without Conjugate Points 

In this section, we shall recall some well-known facts about length spaces 

without conjugate points. Let ,(X  dist) be a complete length space, i.e., a complete 

locally compact metric space such that any two points Xqp ∈,  is joined by a 

minimal geodesic whose length is equal to the distance dist ( )qp,  between p and ,q  

where the length of a continuous curve [ ] Xbac →,:  is defined to be 

( ) ( )( ).,distsup
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For Xqp ∈,  we denote by pqc  a minimal geodesic joining p and ,q  and every 

minimal geodesic is parametrized by arclength unless otherwise stated. 

In a given length spaces, let pG  be the set of all minimal geodesics starting from 

.p  We say q is not conjugate point to p along a minimal geodesic pqc  if the 

endpoint map pEnd  on pG  maps some neighborhood of pqc  in pG  

homeomorphically onto a neighborhood of q in .X  In the case of complete 

Riemannian manifolds, this definition is equivalent to the usual one (see [8]). A 

length space X is said to be locally uniquely radial geodesic if for each point Xp ∈  

there is an ( ) 0>ε=ε p  such that for every ( )ε∈ ,pBq  there is a unique minimal 

geodesic pqc  joining p to q in .X  We modify the covering lemma; if the length 

space X is locally uniquely radial geodesic, then any local isometry of X  onto X is a 
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covering map. Hence in a complete length space X without conjugate points, each 

homotopy class of curves between two points contains exactly one minimal geodesic, 

and thus we have that the universal covering space X  of ,X  with the induced 

interior metric, is contractible. 

For a Riemannian manifold without conjugate points, Burago and Ivanov [1] 

proved that a Riemannian torus without conjugate points is flat. For the Finsler 

version of this result, there are many nonflat Finsler metrics on a torus which do not 

have conjugate points. This was first observed by Busemann in [3, §33]. Busemann’s 

counterexample indicates that the geometry of Finsler manifolds is more complicated 

[9]. Burago and Ivanov [2] asserted that for any Finsler metric on n
R  which is 

invariant under some n
Z  acting by translations, the asymptotic volume growth of 

Finsler metric is equal to the asymptotic volume growth of the corresponding stable 

norm on n
R  if and only if the Finsler metric has no conjugate points. 

A ray [ ) X→∞γ ,0:  is by definition a curve such that any subarc of it is a 

minimal geodesic. It is elementary that through every point Xx ∈  there passes at 

least a ray γ  with ( ) x=γ 0  provided that X is a complete noncompact length space. 

For each ray ,γ  define the function 

( )( ) ( )( ){ },,dist tptpb t γ−=γ    ,Xp ∈  

and these functions are, by triangle inequality, decreasing with t and absolutely 

bounded by dist ( )( )., tp γ  So the function 

( ) ( )( ){ },,distlim: tptpb
t

γ−=
∞→

γ    ,Xp ∈  

is defined everywhere on X and called the Busemann function of .γ  The Busemann 

function, ,γb  is said to be skew-symmetric if whenever γ  is a ray and ( )0γ  is the 

midpoint qp,  we have 

( ) ( ) .0=+ γγ qbpb  
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The skew-symmetric for the Busemann functions is satisfied in a Minkowski space, 

since the central reflection in ( )0γ  takes the horosphere ( )0
1−

γb  into itself as ( )0
1−

γb  

is flat. The following theorem is used in the proof of main theorem and the 

characteristic of Minkowski norm on length spaces without conjugate points shown 

by Busemann and Phadke [4, Theorem III.6.17]. 

Theorem 2.1. A simply connected noncompact length space without conjugate 

points is a Minkowski space with differentiable indicatrices if and only if the 

Busemann functions are skew-symmetric. 

3. Nonnegatively Curved Alexandrov Spaces 

For any three points ,,, Xrqp ∈  the union of three minimal geodesics ,pqc  

,qrc  rpc  is called a geodesic triangle in X and denoted by ( ).pqr∆  We denote by 

( )rqp ~~~∆  a geodesic triangle sketched in the Euclidean plane whose corresponding 

edges have equal lengths as ( )pqr∆  and rqp ~~~
�  the angle at q~  of ( ).~~~ rqp∆  For the 

sake of simplicity we often write ( )pqr∆
~

 instead of ( )rqp ~~~∆  and also pqr�
~

 instead 

of .~~~ rqp�  

Definition 3.1. A complete length space ,(X  dist) is said to have curvature 

bounded below by zero if for each point Xx ∈  there exists an open neighborhood 

xU  satisfying the following condition: For any geodesic triangle ( )pqr∆  with 

vertices in xU  and any point qrcu ∈  the inequality ( ) ( )upup ~,~dist,dist ≥  is 

satisfied, where rqcu ~~ˆ ∈  is the point of the geodesic triangle ( )pqr∆
~

 corresponding 

to ,u  that is, such that ( ) ( ).~,~dist,dist uquq =  

This definition is taken from [7]. We will sometimes call a geodesic triangle 

( )pqr∆  a small geodesic triangle if it is contained in an open neighborhood xU  

satisfying appropriate conditions. A nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space is, by 

definition, a complete length space with curvature bounded below zero. Then of 

course a complete Riemannian manifold with nonnegative sectional curvature is a 

nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space. 
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There are several equivalent ways to describe the curvature bound in an 

Alexandrov space. They sometimes involve the concept of angle, which we will 

explain now. Let α  and β  be minimal geodesics having a common origin .p  Then 

( )sα  and ( )tβ  are points on α  and ,β  respectively, such that ( )( )sps α= ,dis  and 

( )( ).,dis tpt β=  If X is a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space, then the angle 

( ) ( )tps βα�
~

 is monotone nonincreasing for sufficiently small 0, >ts  in the 

following sense: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2211
~~

tpstps βα≥βα ��    for   ,0 21 sss ≤≤≤    .0 21 ttt ≤≤≤  

This property is called the local version of the Alexandrov convexity property for 

( )spc α  and ( )tpc β  for sufficiently small ,0, >ts  and equivalent to curvature 

bounded below by zero. We will simply say an open set U to have the Alexandrov 

property if any two minimal geodesics pqc  and prc  in U have the Alexandrov 

convexity property. Then any open set with the Alexandrov property satisfies the 

condition of Definition 3.1. Since ( ) ( )tps βα�
~

 is monotone for sufficiently small 

,0, >ts  the limit of ( ) ( )tps βα�
~

 as 0, →ts  exists. We can define the natural 

angle at p between α  and ,β  

( ) ( ) ( ).~
lim,

0,
tps

ts
βα=βα

→
��  

Not every Minkowski space is a Euclidean space. However Minkowski space whose 

curvature is bounded below is automatically Euclidean. 

Proposition 3.2. If the angle on a Minkowski space ( )⋅,V  exists, then V is a 

Euclidean space. 

Proof. Suppose that the given limit exists for all pairs of rays issuing from the 

origin in the Minkowski space .V  Recall that, two rays [ ) V→∞βα ,0:,  issuing 

from a point p in a Minkowski space ,X  the comparison angle ( ) ( )spt βα�
~

 is the 

interior angle at p in the comparison triangle ( ) ( )( ) .
~ 2

E⊂βα∆ stp  By definition, the 

angle ( )βα,�  between α  and β  is 

( ) ( ).~
suplim , sptts βα→ �  
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Given any two unit vectors ,, Vvu ∈  we consider the rays [ ) V→ββα ,0:,  

defined by ( ) tut =α  and ( ) .tvt =β  We claim that if 

( ) ( )sptst βα→→ �
~

suplim 0,  

exists, then it is equal to ( ) ( )spt βα�
~

 for all 0>t  and .0>s  By the law of cosines, 

( ) ( )
tsa

asvatusata
sapta

2

22222

2

~
cos

−−+
=βα�  

,
2

222

ts

svtust −−+
=  

which is independent of a and is equal to ( ) ( ),~
cos spt βα�  and thus ( )⋅,V  

satisfies the parallelogram law. □ 

When there is no danger of ambiguity, the angle at p between α  and β  may be 

written as ,
~

qpr�  where ,α∈q  .β∈r  The angles between two minimal geodesics 

of an Alexandrov space X have the property that if x is an interior point of a geodesic 

,pqc  then 

,π=+ qxrpxr ��  

holds for any ( ) .Xxr ∈≠  

Making use of the property of angle as stated above, we can easily obtain the 

Alexandrov-Toponogov hinge theorem. 

Theorem 3.3. If X is a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space and βα
~

,~  are 

minimal geodesics on the Euclidean plane with the same starting point and the same 

lengths as βα,  and the same angle at ,p  then 

( ) ( )( ) ( ( ) ( ))tsts βα≤βα
~

,~dis,dis     for all   .0, >ts  

The curvature condition implies that geodesics in Alexandrov space cannot 
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bifurcate, and are uniquely determined by their germs. We can define an angle metric 

on the germ of geodesics emanating at a point ,Xp ∈  and the closure of this germ is 

called the spaces of direction at ,p  and is denoted by .XS p  The tangent space at p 

is now defined as 

( ),0 XSCXT pp =  

i.e., as the Euclidean cone of the space of directions at ,p  and is a nonnegatively 

curved Alexandrov space. 

For the local structure of an Alexandrov space the following result is due to 

Perelman [7]: 

Theorem 3.4. For any point p in an Alexandrov space ,X  there is an 

( ) 0>ε=ε p  such that the open ball ( )ε,pB  is homeomorphic to .XTp  

It follows from this result that X globally admits a stratification into topological 

manifolds, where the -m strata consists of those points ,Xp ∈  where XTp  

topologically splits off an -m
R factor and not an -1+m

R factor. 

The exponential pmap exp  is defined to be the mapping from a subset of XTp  

into X defined by ( ) ( ),exp ttp α=α  where α  is a geodesic direction and t is small 

enough that the definition makes sense. We have seen that in Alexandrov spaces 

without conjugate points, the exponential map pexp  on XTp  is a covering map. 

Now we are in the position to prove our main theorem. 

Theorem 3.5. Any nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces X without conjugate 

points must be flat. 

Proof. We first recall that by Theorem 3.4 and the above remark the universal 

covering space X  of an Alexandrov space X without conjugate point is a 

noncompact simply connected. Let [ ) X→∞γ ,0:  be a ray and ( )0γ  be the 

midpoint ., Xqp ∈  By triangle inequality, we have 
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( )( ){ } ( )( ){ } 0,dist,dist ≤γ−+γ− tqttpt  

and hence ( ) ( ) .0≤+ γγ qbpb  

On the other hand Theorem 3.3 for ( ) ( )( ),0 tp γγ∆  ( ) ( )( )tq γγ∆ 0  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) π=γγ+γγ tqtp 00 ��  

implies that 

( )( ) ( )( )tptp γ≤γ ~,~dist,dist  

and 

( )( ) ( )( ).~,~dist,dist tqtq γ≤γ  

Thus for all [ ),,0 ∞∈t  

( )( ){ } ( )( ){ } ( )( ){ } ( )( ){ }tqttpttqttpt γ−+γ−≥γ−+γ− ~,~dist~,~dist,dist,dist  

and by letting ,∞→t  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .0~~ ~~ =+≥+ γγγγ qbpbqbpb  

Therefore the main theorem is proved by Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.2. □ 
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